
 

 

 
 

Como Lake Orienteering Meeting 

8/9 April 2017 

 

Latest Information 
 

Jury 

President: Massimo Bianchi – 0556 IKP 
Members of the Jury: 

 Marco Bezzi - 0022 G.S.Monte Giner 

 Carlo Pilat - 0118 Orienteering Miane 

 Simone Grassi - 0628 Merano 

 (substitute) Poli Elena - 0165 Pol. Besanese 

 (substitute) Paolo Dissette - 0610 Or. Appennino 

Bib Bibs delivered at the venue, to be used in both the competitions 

 

Additional information to Bulletin 2 
 

Dervio Sprint Race Tour – WRE 8/4/2017 
 

The exit "Dervio" SS 36 is forbidden to all participants. Parking signalled from the route coming from Bellano exit (5 km 

before Dervio). All the city is competition area and it's embargoed  It's forbidden to cross the signalled area. 

Beginners: free start between 3,45 PM and 4,45 PM 

Late runners departures will be after regular departures are over, first available vacant position, no exception  

Competition is mainly on asphalt 

Roads are not closed to traffic. Competitors must always take care, especially when crossing, always respect the traffics 

laws. 

There's a road crossing in the middle of the competition for all classes . The crossing will be manned during the 

competition but all passage is the runners own responsibility, so please stay alert of traffic 

There's a spectator point after 2/3 of the course, near Finish line. 

After the “Finish”, leave the map within your own club bag. 

Competition shoes are not allowed in the gym. Showers and toilets at the gym. Toilets available also in the competition 

centre 

There's a "water house" near the venue – you can buy sparkling  water (0,05 €/litre ) or still water (for free)  

 
Coppa Italia Long – WRE 9/4/2017 

 

Special Signature:  “X brown” :  coal hole 

Special Signature  “X black” :  hunting hut 

Special Signature “X blue” :  water tank 

Special Signature “X green” :  tree roots 

Suit transports only in case of bad weather (P1 only) 

Water available in P1 only 

Water only at the refreshment points, self service 

GPS for 10 men and women (higher WRE ranking) 

Late runners departures will be after regular departures are over, first available vacant position, no exception  

There are several barbed wires on the ground, some of them ruined. Please pay attention, especially next to the 

controls. They have been highlighted with crepe paper (white or orange) whenever it was possible and next to the 

controls 

 


